We are doing this! Want to join us?
Hello from your neighbors at ______________________________________.
Our household joined the growing network of Como Curb Cleanup
“demonstration houses” organized by the Como Active Citizen Network ComoACN.org and we thought you might be interested in joining as well!

What is a Como Curb Cleanup demonstration house?
We demonstrate the household practice of curb cleaning. Once a week we
remove any leaves that accumulate along the “curb” (the street gutter) that
borders our property. We sweep them onto our boulevard until we’re ready to
manage our yard leaves or we rake them up right away and compost them in
our backyard or take them to a Ramsey County yard waste site. We do this
practice once a week, during October and November, leaf-drop season.

Why do this?
The street gutter, the channel along the side of our streets where stormwater
runoff flows, traps leaves as they blow around our streets. When runoff flows
through these compacted leaves phosphorus leaches out. This nutrient-rich
runoff then flows into the nearest storm drain and ultimately into Como Lake
and the Mississippi River. Too much phosphorus in our lake and river feeds an
explosion of algae, which degrade water quality, damage aquatic habitat and
diminish the recreational value and natural amenity our local waters provide.

How we measure our collective impact

Como Curb
Cleanup

At the end of leaf-drop season CACN sends a link to all demonstration houses
so we can report how many feet of curb we cleared of leaves. From this the
CACN calculates an aggregated, community total of our phosphorus pollution
prevention. Working in synchrony as neighbors, the results are significant!

To JOIN US in this effort, go to ComoACN.org or email us:
_________________________________________________________
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